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Modern fly-fishing is only the latest chapter in a two-millennia saga of technological creativity
and passionate observation of the natural world. In Fly-Fishing Secrets of the Ancients, historian-
naturalist Paul Schullery explores the earlier chapters in that saga and unearths a host of
provocative theories, techniques, and insights that helped shape the modern fly-fisher. Schullery
demonstrates that whether we're looking for a good fish story, a clearer understanding of why we
fish the way we do, or even a way to improve our own sport, we ignore our elders at our peril.Fly-
Fishing Secrets of the Ancients offers the beginning fly-fisher an unprecedented opportunity to
come to terms with some of the sport's most fundamental theoretical and practical challenges. It
offers the expert fly-fisher a chance to test current angling dogma--and his or her own pet
theories--against that of the sport's greatest past masters. And it offers all readers a fresh,
probing, and often-humorous take on the great endless fish story we perpetuate and enrich
every time we cast a fly.ABOUT THE CONTRIBUTORSPaul Schullery is the author, coauthor, or
editor of more than forty books on nature, national parks, history, and outdoor sport. He is the
recipient of the Wallace Stegner Award and the Roderick Haig-Brown Award, and he wrote and
narrated the award-winning PBS film "Yellowstone: America's Sacred Wilderness." He is
currently a scholar-in-residence at Montana State University Library, Bozeman.ACCLAIM"Even
the most devoted and knowledgeable of veteran fly fishers is sure to discover new fascinating
facts and gain a better appreciation of the sport as a whole. Highly recommended as a
supplementary resource for anyone curious to learn more about fly-fishing from the ground up,
and an excellent gift to anyone who enjoys fly-fishing, whether as a casual hobby or a lifetime
devotion."-- Midwest Book Review

From the Back CoverSchullery ponders the great endless fish story we perpetuate and enrich
every time we cast a fly. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorPaul
Schullery is the author, coauthor, or editor of more than forty books on nature, national parks,
history, and outdoor sport. He is the recipient of the Wallace Stegner Award and the Roderick
Haig-Brown Award, and he wrote and narrated the award-winning PBS film "Yellowstone:
America's Sacred Wilderness." He is currently a scholar-in-residence at Montana State
University Library, Bozeman. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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Wulfbait, “Another Paul Schullery hit!. Another Paul Schullery hit!”

ALBERTO LOPEZ CHAMORRO, “An amazing detail of all the fly fishing issues coming of .... An
amazing detail of all the fly fishing issues coming of our ancestors. The only "but" is a fault
information of Spanish or european (no english) tradition. Overall is a great book.”

sporting road, “Love it. Love Schullery, this one is an interesting run through time”

MFJ, “Excellent service & product. Excellent sur toute la ligne. Produit de première qualité et
expédié rapidement !Exactement comme promis et selon la réputation du fournisseur.”

The book by Paul Schullery has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 6 people have provided feedback.
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